Welcome to another wonderful term! The Autumnal weather has certainly blessed us with golden rays of light. The Children thoroughly enjoyed camp and what a wonderful experience it was. It was lovely observing the children bonding and freely enjoying themselves whilst exploring the many activities offered!

This term our Main lesson is Housing and Shelter. We began exploring housing in the animal kingdom, paying particular attention to The Spider and this became our Main Lesson Story with an extremely Autumnal association. Many of the children started sharing stories about spiders they have noticed around their houses and gardens. We now have begun exploring Houses from around the world. The children were particularly interested in the dwellers of Lake Titicaca in Peru; not only because they live in houses made on stilts out of reeds that grow out of the lake and are built on the lake, but also the stories I had to share having been a traveller in Peru myself not so long ago. This Main Lesson will bring a Housing project that the children will complete at home. More information will come in regards to this when the children are ready to begin their projects.

In preparation for the cooler weather that will eventually come!! Children are beginning knitting either gloves or slippers with Lee in Craft. They have made their own knitting needles and have busily begun their craft projects for this term. Later in the term we will begin clay work. We are hoping to access a kiln to fire our creations so if anyone has a contact, please let me know.

Autumn festival is fast approaching- May 4th. Please come along and join in the festivities. It is such a wonderful community event where we all can come together and celebrate the season. If you can help at all please let Lizzy know, if not we look forward to seeing your happy smiling faces there!

Peace, Love and Happiness Always

Jasmine